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ABSTRACT 

Due to the waste of electrical energy in residential structures in recent years, the necessity for energy 

efficiency and user comfort has become critical. Different strategies have been offered in the literature to 

handle the energy optimization challenge. The aim of each approach is to maintain a balance between user 

comfort and energy needs so that the user can reach the desired degree of comfort with a low energy usage. 

Researchers have tackled the problem using various optimization techniques and adjustments in the energy 

consumption reduction factors. To our best knowledge, because of its difficult nature, this issue is not yet 

resolved. The gaps in the literature are due to technological progress, the inconvenience of optimization 

techniques and the development of new optimization techniques. Furthermore, many recently suggested 

optimization algorithms are more accurate in the cases of benchmarks, but have not yet been used to 

optimise energy use in smart homes. In this research, a complete literature analysis of approaches utilised 

for optimising energy use and scheduling in intelligent homes was conducted. Detailed debate was 

conducted on several elements that contribute to thermal comfort, visual comfort and air quality comfort. 

The fog and edge computing approaches utilised in intelligent homes have also been examined. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The biosphere of data and communiqué knowledge is evolving to link everything from anywhere, anytime, 

with the inclusion of new sensing and communication technologies. This interconnection is called the 

Internet of Things (IoT). The major problems now are safety, connection, privacy and standard 

communication methods in IoT-based networks[3]. Researchers are working to tackle these problems in 

order to properly use IoT-based networks in the real world. Predicting and optimising electricity use in 

residential structures also interest researchers and scientists in order to make intelligent home IoT-based 

systems viable. The classic energy management techniques include prediction based on statistical analyses 

and machine learning technologies applied to electricity metre energy consumption data. However, the 

hourly energy consumption forecast is not attainable using standard approaches. If we utilise digital metre 

acquired data and apply machine learning.  

The power consumption forecast remains an issue of worry to power generators due to the increasing 

energy demand induced by the fast expansion in the world's population. Scientists predict that, in a few 

years' time, energy usage cannot be regulated. There are two ways to tackle the energy shortage: (1) 

generating additional power or (2) limiting the use of energy resources presently available and decreasing 
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waste. Energy generation is a highly expensive solution to this issue, which takes time and money, but may 

also be done by adopting certain preventive measures. Researchers have been doing a lot of study on 

energy consumption prediction and optimization throughout the previous several decades. The first step in 

optimising energy use is energy prediction. Based on energy already spent, we must forecast the upcoming 

hour, month or year's energy use. In intelligent houses, when gadgets always use the same amount of 

energy, the notion of energy optimization is beneficial but if we use the optimization idea in intelligent 

homes, it will provide the precise energy supply to the devices. The technology for optimization is based 

on exterior room conditions such as temperature, light, humidity, air movement, air quality etc. The 

contentment of building occupants is a significant aspect, since clever dwellings and the optimisation of 

their energy usage become a fascinating issue for scientists and academics. The researchers have developed 

numerous strategies that address energy management difficulties and increase the comfort index for 

inhabitants of smart buildings based on optimisation algorithms. Ant's colony optimization and fluid logic 

have been applied to optimise energy consumption, but there is still a gap in information about cooling 

situations and the comfort index for residents has to be improved to a certain amount with less electricity. 

The main problem with the approaches now available is the dependence on the system's geographical 

region and the heterogeneity of environmental circumstances. Maintaining the balance between the comfort 

index and power consumption is also an important problem. The rule design in flimsy logic in accordance 

with environmental circumstances is another problem. The researchers seek to raise the comfort index of 

residents and minimise energy usage by optimising approaches and optimising the rules. By forecasting 

interior environmental conditions, it is feasible to reduce power use.  

 

OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES 

We investigated the literature on optimization techniques used for energy consumption and planning 

optimisation to answer the RQs. The optimization techniques are based on the method of finding minimal 

math values. They are utilised for the assessment of design compromise, the assessment of control systems 

and the identification of data patterns. The answer to the optimization issue involves reducing a difficult 

issue to a simpler issue and then solving each problem by applying the answer to tackle the next issue. 

Mathematical optimization is the choice of the best components from a number of options accessible.  The 

optimization algorithms maximise or reduce the actual function by picking an input from a collection of 

values and estimating the new value of this function based on this value. The issues of optimization are 

separated into two difficulties based on continuous and discrete values. Optimal parameters must be found 

in energy management systems utilising optimization methods. Parameters are separated into two 

categories: the smart home environment as current indoor requirements and the required parameters for a 

smart home resident as user-set Parameters. These characteristics include temperature, lighting, air flow 

moisture, air quality and so forth. 

Some researchers combined the fog computing environment with the intelligent grid to effectively regulate 

energy usage. The region-based division, which is allotted to each region, has been implemented. In order 
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to balance loads on virtual computers, the balance algorithms were utilised. They employed round robin 

(RR), throttled and beam search (BS) algorithms and greater performance of BS methods than other 

methods. The model includes three layers: cloud for network-grid connection, fog for cloud-microgrid 

communication and intelligent grid-based communication, including several clusters for fog 

communication. The fogs were positioned close to the end user in order to minimise delay. The BS 

algorithm was suggested for the shortest reaction time. suggested a three-layered fog computing system to 

overcome the cloud load in a smart grid context. The model focused on reducing the electrical demand 

from the cloud grid. Fog connectivity was done utilising controllers. The second largest layer comprises 

fogs for user requests and virtual machines. The cloud layer includes data centres and utilities. The first 

round robin (RR), throttled and shortest time remaining (SRTF) methodologies have been used to evaluate 

virtual machine allocation performance. In addition, the nearest data centre service broker policy has also 

been employed to choose the fog. The SRTF may pick a reduced amount of requests on the VM machines. 

The fogs briefly store consumer data before transmitting them to the cloud for permanent storage. The 

performance of the suggested cost approach was superior than the other two. 

 

IOT BASED SMART COLONIES 

We cannot refute smart cities by taking into account current technological development; in the next ten to 

twenty years, smart cities will have made great development. Developing nations are migrating to clever 

cities already. Different IoT domains may be used for optimization. If we restrict it to clever houses, it can 

be utilised for monitoring, comfort and automation. When we analyse it from an energy management 

perspective, it may be employed in smart metering and intelligent grids. However, there is still much need 

for improvement owing to the issues with optimization algorithms and the right selection of elements such 

as temperature, air quality, humidity, clothes, illumination etc. 

CONCLUSION 

The researchers took every component into account in satisfying the comfort index and reduced energy 

consumption of residential structures using various optimization techniques. In comparison with the other 

algorithms, it may be determined that genetic algorithms have done better. The most noticeable gaps may 

be noted in terms of parameters and user desire. Most of them, The researchers did not account humidity in 

their comfort index calculation experiments. The climatic circumstances in the nations where research has 

been performed might be the explanation for not taking humidity into account. In Malaysia's ecological 

settings, humidity is the crucial aspect since humidity persists beyond the comfort zone, and we cannot thus 

neglect humidity consideration. Most researches did not take into account different user conveniences 

within structures. The main emphasis of research was to comply with the requirements specified for the 

building environment. Furthermore, relatively few researchers in their experiments have explored the 

exterior environmental elements that require attention to address this study vacuum. Few investigators took 
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air flow (AF), heat/flow (HR/F) and thermal insulation (CTI), metabolic rate (MR) as well as water vapour 

pressure into consideration (WVP). 
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